Stiv

Our Cyber Threat
Intelligence Spy

Meet Stiv, our Cyber Threat Intelligence Spy.
By looking beyond your perimeter, Stiv collects
and analyzes real-time, targeted cyber threat
intelligence, directly focused on your business.
The intelligence he collects is contextual and
actionable, so that you can react in real-time and
be better prepared for attack. His colleagues call
this proactive cybersecurity.
Stiv uses his predictive capabilities to inform
organizations if and when the next attack is
likely to come, such as DDoS and APT attacks,
data leakage, and stolen credentials which can
compromise your organization.

How does Stiv make this happen?
Stiv uses CyberInt’s Argos platform to automate 90% of his intelligence processes.
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How does it work?
Argos automates the intelligence process which includes: Collection, Analyses and Distribution of
cyber threat intelligence.
The collection process allows Stiv to collect everything he needs to know about your organization’s
data and online assets.

These include:
Data found on forums/websites; the Dark Web (Tor/I2P Networks), the Deep Web,
and the Open Web
Company Data on Social Networks (LinkedIn, Twitter, Reddit, Facebook, Google+)
Paste sites
Chats and IRC Channels
And millions of other sources

10,000+

Thousands

of sources (and growing).

20 Million

indicators analyzed per minute.

Threat actors & tools in our database.

SaaS
based

Get actionable intelligence
in less than 2 hours.

What Can Paul Test For?

Once Stiv collects all the information he needs to know about a
company’s data, he works with his automated tools, along with
his team of analysts, to perform the following analyses:
Utilizing Argos, Stiv benefits from ontology and machine learning algorithms to distil the collect
intelligence based on accuracy and relevancy.
NLP algorithms assist in extracting the right data for analysis.
Attribution of Risk Analysis, TTP, and threat actors are added to the relevant indicators. These
algorithms are what make up the Argos platform.

Stiv Mitigates Threats with his Team of Analysts
Your adversaries are constantly targeting your company with malicious threats, plotting the next
breach and gathering the necessary tools for attack. In order to stay one step ahead, Stiv uses his
team of highly skilled analysts, who augment the intelligence which has been collected..
And, since businesses’ resources are stretched to the limit, Stiv’s elite cyber intelligence team
will be there to support you and to provide actionable insights and mitigation plans. So that all
potential threats can be dealt with, either via automated processes or human efforts, before they
materialize into events.
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